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ABSTRACT 
Gradually, the study of the landscape became a core topic of environmental studies, due 
to its interdisciplinary research methods, integrating both natural and socio-economic 
data. The goal of the study is to quantify the structural evolution of Bistrita 
subcarpathian valley landscape, by using several GIS applications, having an important 
role in highlighting its functionality. The applications were realized for the extended 
area limit of Bistrita subcarpathian valley, which presents a complex landscape 
morphology, with features ranging from forested mountains to densely populated 
lowlands. The analysis was based on the two land cover maps resulted from the 
extraction of the spatial layers from the 1986 cadastral plans, 1:10.000 scale, 
respectively the 2005/2006 ortophotomaps, 1:5.000 scale. For completing the study, 
were calculated for the two periods a series of specific indicators, called landscape 
metrics, which contain quantitative information about the structure and features of the 
landscape. The results of the analysis proved the utility of these indicators in 
quantifying the structural evolution of the landscape, and also highlighted the 
capabilities of using Open Source software for complex spatial analysis. This type of 
analysis has a great importance for the authorities and other decision making factors 
regarding the territorial planning processes.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Interdisciplinary approaches to landscape assessment are an extremely important 
component of environmental issues modeling and, consequently, of sustainable 
development. Thus, in recent years, specific indicators whose understanding and 
application requires a multidisciplinary background have been widely introduced and 
used. Examples of such indicators are landscape metrics, which reveal quantitative 
information concerning the structure, the features and the functionality of landscapes 
[1]. The goal of these methods is to remove subjectivity and to create new possibilities 
to describe, analyze and compare different landscapes [2]. The results of these 
quantitative models are designed to bring the concept of landscape to the attention of the 
scientific community focusing on the possibilities of analysis and the utility of results. 
The increasing evolution of Open Source softwares, especially in GIS field, lead to a 
proportional increase of advanced spatial analysis. Through this application we wanted 
on the one hand to demonstrate the capabilities of Open Source GIS to perform spatial 
quantitative analysis on the landscape morphology, and secondly to analyze the 
  
evolution of changes in landscape configuration emphasizing the quantitative, 
structural, but also functional aspects. The application was conducted for the extended 
area limit of Bistrita subcarpathian valley, a complex landscape with features ranging 
from forested mountains to densely populated terraces, located in the Eastern Romania.  
 
DATA AND METHODS  
The analysis aims to describe the geometric attributes of the landscape [3]. Choosing a 
method of analysis was difficult because there are many methods that address the 
quantitative analysis of landscape characteristics (ex: [4], [5], [6], [7], [3]). The methods 
chosen in applying the complex spatial analysis are conducted by landscape indices or 
landscape metrics, and zonal statistics. Although this type of analysis can be done in a 
variety of dedicated programs such as ArcGIS, LEAP II [8] or FRAGSTAT ([5], [7]), 
we chose to use the softwares QGIS and GRASS primarily because they are Open 
Source and provide various spatial analysis methods. The landscape indices that were 
calculated were made using the plug-in LeCos (Land Cover Statistics) belonging to the 
QGIS suite. Based on specific calculations, it identifies patches by class and calculates 
the landscape metrics. According to the creator of this plug-in, Martin Jung (Curlew), 
the user can choose to calculate individually or collectively the indicators of the classes 
converted into raster format. The spatial layers were produced using GRASS, using 
several dedicated modules and the interpreting operations and statistical analysis was 
carried out using QGIS.  
The analysis was conducted using the two land cover maps resulted from the extraction 
of the spatial layers from the cadastral plans made in 1986, 1:10.000 scale, and the 
ortophotomaps from 2005/2006, 1:5.000 scale (fig. 1). Based on these two maps were 
compared the global indicators calculated for the study area, which contain features 
ranging from the mountains area to densely populated lowlands. The quantitative 
analysis was conducted from a evolutionary perspective, which allows to draw general 
conclusions regarding changes in landscape configuration.  
 
  
 
Fig. 1: Representative samples of land cover maps for 1986 and 2006 
1986 2006 
  
The first step of the landscape quantitative analysis was to convert the land cover 
vectors into raster format, with cell size chosen to be 5 meters. Next, we assigned to 
each class the same indicative for both periods. The land cover types were divided into 
11 classes, numbered from 1 to 11 (tab. 1).   
 
Tab. 1 – Land use classes and corresponding codes 
Classes  CODE Classes CODE 
Built-up area 1 Forests 7 
Unused land 2 Shrubs 8 
Arable 3 Sand 9 
Vineyards 4 Wetland 10 
Orchards 5 Water surfaces 11 
Pastures 6   
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
First, to get a general idea of the overall configuration of Bistrita subcarpathian valley 
landscape, were calculated several global indicators applied to the entire area. In order 
to characterize the diversity of the study area, we chose to highlight the diversity of 
global indicators, namely the Shannon Diversity Index (SHDI), Shannon Equitability 
(SHEI) or Simpson Diversity Index (SIDI). 
Shannon Diversity Index expresses the proportional abundance of every patch of a 
certain type, multiplied by that proportion. When the landscape contains only a patch, 
SHDI is 0 denoting a lack of diversity. SHDI value increases with increasing number of 
patches of different types and the proportional distribution of each type of patch 
becomes equitable. 
Simpson Diversity index has the same features as the Shannon index, but the results 
range from 0 to 1, when the diversity is higher. According to [7], the values of SIDI are 
less sensible to the presence of rare types, and its interpretation is more intuitive than 
Shannon’s index. Specifically, SIDI values means the probability for two randomly 
selected pixels belong to different patches. 
Shannon Evenness Index (Equitability) SHEI shows the distribution of the patches 
within the total area. SHEI = 0 when the landscape contains only one patch (no 
diversity) and approaches 0 once the distribution of different patches becomes 
increasingly unequal. In contrast, SHEI = 1 when the distribution of each class surfaces 
is equitable. 
 
Tab. 2 – Evolution of landscape diversity indexes between 1986 and 2006  
Year/Metrics Values_1986 Values_2006 
SHDI 1.59 1.48 
SHEI 0.66 0.62 
SIDI 0.75 0.73 
Table 2 shows the values resulting from the calculation of global indexes performed for 
the two periods. In terms of diversity, there is a slight decrease of the values of the three 
indices (SHDI, SHEI, SIDI), as a result of the increase of some classes area reported to 
  
the general distribution of the landscape. The maps and the resulting diagrams show that 
the decrease of diversity values can be explained by an increase of forested areas due to 
local reforestation actions, but also due to the transition of significant shrub areas to 
forest category. Another reason, equally important, is the generally increase of built-up 
areas at the expense of arable land and pastures. However, the values of diversity and 
evenness remain relatively high, suggesting that the study area, which has favorable 
physical and geographical conditions, has a complex landscape with certain dominant 
types. 
For a more complete analysis in terms of landscape configuration, features and 
functionality, we calculated a number of other landscape indexes that we considered to 
be representative (tab. 4, 5). Unlike diversity indexes, these other ones were applied to 
each class particularly. The table below (tab. 3) presents the indicators, the abbreviation 
used and a short description for each type.  
Tab. 3 – Landscape metrics used in the analysis (references: [5]; [9]; [7]; 10])  
Name 
Abbrev
iation 
Short description; Measure unit 
Land cover 
(Total surface) 
LC 
Equals the number of cells for each class based on a classified land cover 
matrix. The resulting values were multiplied by the cell’s value (in our case 
5 meters); (ha).   
Landscape 
proportion 
LP 
The proportion of the cells from a specific class of the total number of cells 
of the classified raster; (%).   
Edge length EL 
Equals the total length of all patches from a specific class. The resulting 
values were, of course multiplied with the cell’s value; (m).   
Edge density ED 
The sum of the lengths of all edge segments involving the corresponding 
patch type, divided by the total landscape area; (m/ha) 
Patch number NP Express the number of patches identified for each class; (no.).   
Patch density PD 
Equals the number of patches of the corresponding patch type divided by 
total landscape area; (no./100 ha).   
Greatest patch 
area 
GPA 
The patch that sums up the highest number of cells; at the end, for showing 
the exact area, the number is  multiplied by the value of the cell; (ha).  
Smallest patch 
area 
SPA 
The patch that sums up the  smallest number of cells, the result being 
multiplied too; (ha).  
Mean patch 
area 
MPA 
The patch that represents the average number of cells identified in the entire 
area; (ha).   
Mean patch 
distance 
MPD 
Calculate the average Euclidean distance between all patches from the same 
class; (m).   
Landscape 
division 
D 
The possibility that two cells, randomly chosen form the landscape, to be 
found in the same patch; (0 ≤ D < 1). 
Effective mesh 
size 
m 
the probability that two randomly chosen cells are connected (to be included 
into the same patch); (ha).  
 Splitting index S 
The number of patches one gets when dividing the total region into parts of 
equal size in such a way that this new configuration leads to the same 
degree of landscape division desired; (nr.).  
 
  
 
Tab. 4 – Landscape metrics computed for every patch type for 1986 
 
 
Tab. 5 – Landscape metrics computed for every patch type for 1986 
 
 
The role of the first indicator (Total surface) is to measure the landscape composition 
(structure), quantifying the abundance of each class, without any reference to the spatial 
arrangement. The second indicator, landscape proportion, equals the fraction of a 
certain class from the total analyzed area. This indicator is similar to the previous one, 
but the percentage expression makes it easier to interpret by the users. Regarding the 
evolution of the total area of the 11 land cover classes, one can observe significant 
changes over the analyzed period (fig. 2, 3), being highlighted the built-up area, arable 
land and also forests. 
  
  
Fig. 2: Land cover classes - 1986 Fig. 3: Land cover classes - 2006 
The edge length and edge density has the same utility for the quantitative interpretation 
of the landscape, except that the second one reports edge length on a per unit area basis 
that facilitates the comparison among different sized landscapes [7]. By the analysis of 
the tables can be observed a decrease of the two indexes values for most classes, 
suggesting a tendency of landscape homogenization. 
 Regarding the evolution of the patch number of each class can be noticed a significant 
decrease in built-up area values, from 436 to 195, which shows the agglutination of the 
isolated areas into larger residential areas. Also, the patch number of the arable land 
decreased from 436 to 342 following the tendency of association of the farmers during 
the last few years and hence, the transition from a subsistence agriculture to a more 
productive one. The same tendency can be observed in the case of grasslands, which 
have reduced the patch number from 546 to 384. The plots cultivated with vineyards 
and orchards suffered significant cuts, not due to the increase in their surfaces, but 
mainly due to their abolition in favor of arable land. A different situation is recorded for 
the forests class, whose patch number increased significantly. The explanation lies in 
afforestation works during recent years and the transformation of the shrubs into forests. 
These facts can be explained following also the values of edge density. 
Edge density, with patch number and patch density are representative for establishing 
the fragmentation degree of the landscape. The values obtained for the fragmentation 
(NP and, consequently, PD and ED) reveal a decrease in the study area’s fragmentation 
degree, inducing a clustering tendency [1]. The degree of landscape fragmentation is an 
important environmental indicator in the fields of biodiversity and sustainable 
development. In addition, information on the degree of landscape fragmentation is 
relevant in regional planning and for decisions about infrastructure placement or 
removal. Its analysis on different time series show how strong the current trends are and 
what their direction is [11]. 
The greatest patch area is related to the degree of homogeneity of the landscape. As can 
be seen from the table, the values for 1986 are directly proportional to 2006, indicating 
a certain stability. Therefore, can be noticed the built-up area, with 1243, respectively 
2138 ha, arable land with 8340, respectively 5292 ha, or forests, with 8178, respectively 
8472 ha. Mean patch area is also higher for the categories mentioned above, while the 
smallest patch area show quite low values, ranging from 0,0025 ha to 6,25 ha, which 
contributed to the landscape’s fragmentation. 
Calculating mean patch distance has an important role in determining the degree of 
their isolation in the landscape. The higher the resulting values are, the higher is the 
degree of isolation of a certain class with implications on functional relations of the 
system. 
The last three indicators (D, M and S) are interconnected and measure the fragmentation 
degree of the landscape. These indicators were introduced by [9], as a result of the 
criticism over the simple measurements such patch number or patch density, which 
presents some limitations for certain phases of fragmentation process. According to [9], 
this suite of metrics derives from the cumulative distribution of the patches and provides 
a series of alternative measures and more explicit on the landscape’s subdivisions. They 
have the advantage, unlike other conventional indicators, that any omissions or 
additions of other small sized patches does not influence the final result. 
  
The values of landscape division may vary from 0 to 1, the value 0 being recorded when 
the landscape is represented by a single patch, approaching to 1 when each patch of the 
chosen class has an area of one cell. Because the raster was created on a 5 meters 
resolution, the values close to 1 of the D are explicable. However, one can clearly 
observe the variations of the indicator between the two intervals. 
Although landscape division and Mesh are perfectly correlated, but inversely, both 
metrics are included because of the differences in units and interpretation. Split is based 
on the cumulative patch area distribution, and is interpreted as the effective mesh 
number, or number of patches with a constant patch size when the corresponding patch 
type is subdivided into S patches, where S is the value of the splitting index [7]. [9] 
defines the splitting index as the number of patches resulted after dividing the total area 
into equal size parts so that this new configuration leads to the same degree of landscape 
division (D).  When its value is 1, the landscape is represented by a single patch, the 
value increasing as the landscape is divided into several patches. Considering these 
aspects, the results interpretation must take into account the correlation of these three 
complementary indicators. 
The resulting values of the three indicators suggest different degrees of fragmentation 
for each class. Thus, the areas with a high degree of homogeneity are represented by 
arable land, forests and water bodies, having significant variations during the analyzed 
period. If arable land and water bodies records for 2006 a decrease of the MESH (m) 
index from 1251 ha to 5788 ha, to 700 ha, respectively 2876 ha, the forests keep the 
previously recorded trend, showing an increase of the index from 1271 ha, to 1452 ha, 
which indicates a slight increase in the degree of homogeneity. Of particular importance 
is class 1 (built-up area), which, in 2006 reduced its fragmentation degree due to a 
continued expansion of the constructed areas and by incorporating isolated 
constructions (MESH values increased from 65231 ha to 152356 ha). These facts can 
also be explained using the other two indicators, due to their complementarities. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, one can say that landscape metrics vary with varying landscape attributes; 
correlate highly with one another and often provide redundant information—(which is 
not surprising, given they derive from a rather small set of possible attributes: area, 
border or edge length, distance,  that one can measure), and relate differently according 
to the process under investigation. These results should not be surprising. The 
fragmentation of the landscape is a complex process that acts on a complex system and 
results in a wide arrangement of spatial patterns [10]. 
Altogether the results obtained in the study show the usefulness of global indicators in 
landscape change modeling and that this type of landscape analysis becomes 
increasingly important for the local actors, which must take decisions in agreement with 
the landscape potential of each region [1]. Regarding the study area landscape, there is a 
predominance of specific categories (built-up area or arable land), which have expanded 
over others, putting a high pressure over the natural conditions and local biodiversity. 
The latest evolution of Open Source GIS software, especially of those who can offer 
integrated desktop solutions such as QGIS, had created many opportunities for the 
development of new tools for spatial analysis. Besides of numerous plug-ins designed to 
ease the work of the researchers one of the most prominent feature of QGIS is it's 
  
flexibility and capacity to interact with other packages, and by doing this the array of  
analyses that can be performed in spatial domain are limitless [12].  
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